FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE – Weekday, December 10th, 2021

Nominations at vadimUS
Jeremy S. Boucher and Nicolas Mary
Montreal, Canada (December 10th, 2021) – vadimUS, the owner of the vadiMAP solution,
announced the nomination of Jeremy S. Boucher and Nicolas Mary.
“To foster the leadership and skillset needed to rollout vadiMAP in 2022, we are thrilled to
appoint Jeremy as COO & Co-Founder and Nicolas as Co-Founder.” – said Dan Boucher, CEO &
Founder of vadimUS
As a co-founder, Jeremy has been directly involved in the elaboration the vadiMAP solution since
its ideation years ago. The pillars in place today required his guidance and hard work to frame all
aspects of our day-to-day operations.
Another important nomination to rollout vadiMAP is Nicolas as a Co-Founder for the broad
innovation required to further our clean and property technologies. Nicolas’ background in the
software and renewable energy spaces are highly established assets for vadimUS.
“Those two nominations matter to recognize and undertake what’s coming given the traction we
have from small and large clients in North America, Europe and Latin America.” – said Dan
These nominations will also bring to vadimUS’ partners and clients, an ability to honor our
ambition to accelerate not only the energy transition but several milestone decisions to make
vadiMAP the solution of choice in the world for C&I companies thinking of #movingontogreen
with their property assets.

Jeremy S. Boucher, P. Eng
COO & Co-Founder

Nicolas Mary, M. Eng.
Director & Co-Founder

About vadimUS
Founded in 2016, vadimUS is a private company that has contributed to numerous projects
requiring strategic planning and business-led execution in the energy sector. After years of R&D,
vadiMAP™ 1.0 was launched in 2020 to benefit C&I companies in Canada, in the United States,
and Latin America. Today, vadiMAP™ is the most revolutionary solution to accelerate the energy
transition for commercial, institutional and industrial organizations seeking to achieve the
following objectives with their real estate assets: 1) minimize energy costs, 2) increase autonomy,
and 3) reduce carbon footprint.
To learn more on vadimUS
https://vadimus.biz/
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